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1. Write two words that rhyme with cat.

_______________________________________________________       

2.  A sentence is a group of words that makes sense. 
Write the words to make a sentence. Put a period at the end.

Kim has grapes ten green

_______________________________________________________

3. Circle the words that mean more than one.

fans    log    bun    jets

1. The word I is always a capital letter.   She will sing if I sing, too.

 
Write the sentence. Correct the mistake.

Anna says i look happy.

_______________________________________________________

2.  A noun is a word for a person, place, or thing.  
Circle each noun that is a person.           

cat    dad    girl    fish

3. Circle the words that rhyme.          pot     mop     pet     dot

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Week 3
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1. Put the letters in ABC order.

X    C   M     ___________________

2.  A sentence is a group of words that makes sense. 
Write the words to make a sentence. Put a period at the end.

Ella pants new has

_______________________________________________________

3. Write the correct word.         The small hat is _________ the baby.  
                                                                                  at    for

1. The word I is always a capital letter.    Spot comes when I call him.

 
Write the sentence. Correct the mistakes.

i eat when i am hungry.

_______________________________________________________

2.  A noun is a word for a person, place, or thing.  
Circle each noun that is a person.      

mom    rug    Bill    baby

3. Circle things you can put on.        hat    sock    hug    cap

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Week 3
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A proverb is a saying that gives wise advice.

For example: An apple a day keeps the doctor away.

Draw a picture of the proverb. 

Do you think this is good advice?          Yes        No

Let me tell you why. ________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

  I put a finger space between words.
  I used capital letters where I need them.
  I put a period at the end of each sentence.

FRIDAY
Week 3


